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        A Page in a Book
Imaginary Reading
Reading is at its best when it sparks the imagination. Kids open books with 

similarly open minds that are primed to discover inspiration. Their minds are ready 
to craft worlds of their own making, to create landscapes populated with impos-
sible beings and unlikely events. The smallest element found between the pages 
of a good book can serve as a springboard for daydreams, magical musings, and 
original thinking that’s the sole creation of a child’s mind. When words and images 
from a picture book spark a journey of the mind, the highway to imagination is 
wide open!

The Nowhere Box
by Sam Zuppardi (Candlewick Press)

With noisy little brothers following George everywhere, he simply has nowhere to go. 
If only he can figure out how to get there – to nowhere. But a newly vacated cardboard 
box gives George the inspiration to craft his own means of escape. With a handful of craft 
supplies and a head full of imagination, George builds a Nowhere Box that transforms into 
a rocket ship, a pirate vessel, a castle and more. Fueled by his mind’s musings the box 
transports him on spectacular journeys and gives him the perfect escape from pesky kid 
brothers. But his pretend landscapes are missing enemy pirates, dragons and the opposing 
foils that add drama to any imaginary adventure. Luckily, George has two little guys in mind 
who just may be the perfect opposition everywhere in Nowhere.

The Wonder
by Faye Hanson (Templar / Candlewick)

As a young boy makes his way toward school, he’s repeatedly scolded by others for 
having his head in the clouds. Moving through a sepia-toned landscape, he tries to focus but 
flashes of impossible shapes and brilliant color intrude at the corners. Once he’s at school, 
the boy’s distracted musings brighten up what he’s learning, even while earning him some re-
proach from teachers. But upon arrival in art class, the boy is offered a blank piece of paper 
and finally encouraged to ‘use his imagination’. With his mind unfettered, his full technicolor 
interpretation of his day pours forth with wild abandon. Magnificent, richly detailed illustra-
tions throughout ‘The Wonder’ celebrate the power of imagination to amplify reality with magi-
cal results.

Tell Me What to Dream About
by Giselle Potter (Schwartz & Wade)

When a little girl has trouble falling asleep she turns to her big sister asking for things 
to dream about, something to think of while she drifts off. The older sister offers up imagina-
tive cues, crafting settings and characters that should captivate her younger sibling. But 
the suggestion of tiny animals dancing on waffles is unappetizing to the younger sister. The 
idea of riding through the sky on cotton candy creatures is also not comforting (heights are 
scary). But once two minds work together to imagine a dreamscape that works for both, 
slumber comes easy to sleepy siblings.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

Science is Child’s Play
With the landscape of opportunity growing in the STEM 
fields (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math), an 
early introduction to these disciplines is guaranteed to 
prepare youth for success. Exploration through play is 
the easiest and most accessible way for kids to really 
get a first-hand feel for these fields of study. Playing 

with basic chemistry, physics and science gives children 
a real understanding of principles that shape the world 

around them. The following recommendations help 
small hands open doors to big learning.

Science is Child’s Play

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Zometool Crazy 
Bubbles
(Zometool)

Bubbling over with scientific 
principles to demonstrate, art and 
geometry collide in this captivating 
set from Zometool. Using some of 
the 52 struts and nodes, kids can 
assemble an amazing variety of three-
dimensional constructs. When the 
construct is dipped in bubble solution, 
what emerges is a demonstration of surprising new geometry formed 
by bubbles. Cubes, sheets, and spiral bubble forms are just a few of 
the translucent structures revealed in each new framework. Addition-
ally, these bubble forms can be tweaked and experimented with using 
breath and wet fingers. Moving far beyond the typical spherical bubble, 
this kit reveals whole new dimensions of bubble building.

Meteor Rocket 
Science
(Scientific Explorer)

Stellar fun is driven by solid 
science when the Meteor Rocket 
takes flight. Using the simple chemi-
cal reaction between baking soda 
and vinegar, this kit provides the 
components to craft a rocket and 
the guidance to control its launch. 
Young chemists can repeat their 
launch experiments multiple times 
as they tweak their mixture, adjusting the carbon dioxide gas propel-
lant’s power. Adult supervision is suggested and a good supply of 
baking soda and vinegar recommended as young flight engineers 
explore the fundamentals of aerodynamics, chemistry, and other 
aspects of scientific fun.

Solar Balloon
(Tedco)

Energy from our sun reveals itself 
in spectacular fashion with the Solar 
Balloon. Measuring over fifty feet in 
length with a diameter exceeding two 
feet, simply running with this bal-
loon open can fill it with air needed 
to inflate it. Once sealed, the black, 
ultra-light material slowly absorbs the 
sunlight which heats the air inside the 
balloon. As warm air is less dense 
than cool air, the behemoth balloon will slowly begin to levitate after 
a couple of hours in the sun. The included guide offers additional 
in-depth understanding of the science in play, including convection, 
thermodynamics, the Bernoulli Principle and more. Get the biggest 
effect from the smallest effort with this massive demonstration of the 
sun’s power!

Glowing 
Chemistry
(Thames & Kosmos)

Young minds are most ready 
to absorb knowledge that they 
can observe directly. Some of 
the coolest chemical reactions in 
science occur right before their 
eyes with the Glowing Chemistry 
kit. With over 22 experiments 
to try, kids quickly become the 
masters of creating chemical luminescence, making things that glow. 
From test tube reactions that generate eerie blue light to making 
vegetables glow-in-the-dark, the results light up chemical reactions. 
Including all the chemical ingredients, safety goggles, pipettes, and 
dishes, the full-color Glowing Chemistry Guide gives simple direction 
on the illuminating science of chemiluminescence.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com


